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and triumph have left an indelible mark on our collective imaginations. Now, a
groundbreaking one-person play in two acts, "The Hollywood Legends 36,"
emerges with a promise to delve deep into the untold stories of 36 Hollywood
icons, all portrayed by a single mesmerizing performer.

The Hollywood Legends 36 is an intimate and captivating tribute to some of the
most legendary actors and actresses that graced the silver screen. From
Humphrey Bogart to Katharine Hepburn, Marilyn Monroe to Charlie Chaplin, this
theatrical marvel brings iconic personalities back to life, shedding light on their
struggles, successes, and everything in between.
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Act One: "Innocence Lost"

The first act titled "Innocence Lost" takes us on a nostalgic journey through the
early lives of these iconic celebrities. The audience is transported back to the
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humble beginnings of these Hollywood legends, witnessing their early dreams,
aspirations, and the challenges they had to overcome. From James Dean's
rebellious youth to Audrey Hepburn's war-torn childhood, each story unfolds with
raw emotion, evoking a sense of empathy and connection.

Throughout Act One, the actor delves deeply into portraying the young personas
of these legendary figures, adopting their mannerisms, accents, and expressions,
bringing authenticity to each character. As the audience is immersed in the
unfolding narratives, they witness the sparks of talent and determination that set
these legends on a path to greatness.

Act Two: "Triumph in the Spotlight"

Following a brief intermission, Act Two, "Triumph in the Spotlight," takes center
stage. This act is dedicated to showcasing the iconic career highs and the
personal battles fought by these Hollywood legends as they conquered the silver
screen. The actor flawlessly transitions between characters, capturing the
essence of their transformations as they became cultural icons.

The tragic life of Charlie Chaplin, the everlasting charm of Marilyn Monroe, or the
unprecedented success of Orson Welles – each story unfolds with gripping
intensity, allowing the audience to witness the euphoria and the challenges that
accompanied their rise to stardom.

By seamlessly weaving together the behind-the-scenes anecdotes, intimate
details, and the larger-than-life presence of these icons, The Hollywood Legends
36 offers an unprecedented glimpse into their lives, breaking down the barriers
between performer and audience.

The Power of a One-Person Show



What makes The Hollywood Legends 36 truly remarkable is the extraordinary
talent of the actor who brings these 36 Hollywood icons back to life. The immense
responsibility of portraying such legendary figures falls upon a singular performer,
whose dedication, versatility, and meticulous attention to detail breathe life into
each character.

Through masterful storytelling and the manipulation of various stage elements,
including lighting, sound effects, and set designs, the actor creates a
mesmerizing experience that transcends time and space. As the Hollywood
legends materialize before the audience's eyes, the performer undergoes a
remarkable metamorphosis, blurring the line between reality and fantasy.

One-person shows have the unique ability to establish an intimate connection
between the performer and the viewers. As the actor portrays these legendary
figures, they expose the raw vulnerabilities, hidden passions, and complex
emotions that made these icons human. By peeling back the glamorous façade,
the audience gains a deeper understanding of the triumphs and tribulations that
shaped their lives.

Unveiling the Untold Stories

The beauty of a one-person play lies in its ability to unearth the untold stories,
revealing the lesser-known aspects of these Hollywood legends. Behind every
glamorous red carpet appearance, there are intimate struggles, personal
sacrifices, and private moments that have been shrouded in mystery for decades.

The Hollywood Legends 36 offers a platform for these untold stories to come to
light, immersing the audience in the emotional rollercoaster that fueled the lives of
these legendary actors and actresses. By painting a comprehensive picture of



their lives, the play brings forth a renewed appreciation for their contributions to
the silver screen and their enduring impact on popular culture.

A Must-See Production

The Hollywood Legends 36 is a transformative theatrical experience that
transports audiences through time and space, offering a front-row seat to the
untold stories of some of the most celebrated figures in Hollywood history. This
one-person play in two acts is an homage to the golden era of cinema,
showcasing the triumphs, tragedies, and indomitable spirits of 36 Hollywood
legends.

Prepare to be captivated, inspired, and moved by this tour de force performance,
as the lives of the Hollywood icons come to life on stage. The Hollywood Legends
36 is a production that transcends mere entertainment, offering a profound
exploration of the human condition and the enduring legacy of these remarkable
individuals.
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“You know, I can get away with murder. The audience loves me.” – Peter
LorrePeter Lorre was the “master of menace.”From his first film, Fritz Lang’s M, in
which he was cast as a child murderer, to his films in England with Alfred
Hitchcock, to his stint at Warner Brothers where he played unsavory characters in
such movies as THE MALTESE FALCON, ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT,
CASABLANCA and ARSENIC AND OLD LACE, to the amusing horror pictures he
made with Vincent Price for producer Roger Corman (e.g. THE RAVEN), the
Hungarian-born actor made an indelible impression on motion picture audiences
for well over thirty years.Lorre’s personal life was also filled with conflict. A half-
Jewish fugitive from Hitler’s Europe, the actor was married three times, was the
victim of an unscrupulous business manager and also dealt with an off-and-on
addiction to morphine.PETER LORRE, Michael B. Druxman’s one-person stage
play, finds the actor in poor health near the end of his life. He contemplates his
third divorce and ponders how he will provide for his young daughter, while
remembering the greener years that he spent with the likes of Humphrey Bogart,
John Huston and Sydney Greenstreet.One simple set.
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